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"'lJros.p¢ctuS.
HE INSTl'fUTION, known at present as ST. XAVIER
. COLLEGE, was established October 17, 1831, by
the RiglJt Reverend Edward D. Fenwick, D.O., the
fir,st13ii5hop of. Cincinnati, under the name of the
,.'>\i>"'Ath~nreum." In the year 1840 it was transferred
'[bytry~~9~t(~ey~reBd.4rd~bishoPJohn B. Purcell, D.O., to the
..f1athl;}~~.;,9~.ithe$oc!~~Y 'or Jesus, who have conducted it ever
"$In<;e'~bd'er'thetitl!:lfirst.mentioned. It was incorporated by
the General Assembly" of the State of Ohio in 1842, and on
May{, 1869, an act was passed which secures to the institution
a perpetual charter and all the privileges usually granted to
universities.
During the first twenty-three years of its existence, the
institution was conducted as a boarding college and its repute
for excellence, in the moral and literary training imparted to its
P4pil$, collected within its walls students from all the neighbor-
ing States, from Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and even from
Cuba,Mexico and Sotith America. In 1854, however, it was
deemedadv'isable'thatithe institution should be henceforth ex-
clusively devoted to the education of day-scholars. The reasons
for this decision were the rapid growth of the city round about
the College site and the difficulty of supplying a sufficient num-
bel' of professors and prefects to meet the increase of students
in the boarding colleges of the Missouri Province (of the Society
of Jesus), to which Sf. Xavier College belonged. As a day-
college, the institution sustained its high reputation as a seat of
learning and continued to receive the increasing patronage of those
who desired a thorough religious education for their sons.
To meet the growing exigencies and to keep pace with the
development of the times, three additions, which constitute the
present college buildings, were made to the original structures; the
first, at a cost of $200,000;00', in 1867, the second in 1884, at a cost
of $30,000.00, and the third in 1890, at a cost of $100,000.00.
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To-day the College affords its students every facility for
mental, moral and physical development. Its class rooms and
lecture halls are spacious, airy and well lighted; it has a thor-
oughly equipped gymnasium. an auditol'lLun, known as "Memorial
Hall," for college theatricals and literary entertainments, and
a chapel of marked architectural beauty, capable of seati ng six
hundred and fifty students. In the department of Science, the
lecture halls are fitted out with the latest improved devices.
The Physical Cabinet is generol1sly provided with suitable
physical apparatus and contains a valuable collection of Mineral-
ogical and Geological specimens; and the Chemical Laboratory
is supplied with every requisite appliance for students in Quali-
tative Analysis and General Chemistry.
The Library numbers about 27,000 volumes.
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E Academic Year consists of one session, bt'1!tlnning
on the first Monday of September and ending on or
about June the 21st, when the Annual Commence-
ment, the Conferring of Degrees and the Distributiun
of Premiums take place.
The session is divided into two terms-the first ending on
the first of January and the second on or about June 21st.
Athorough examination of all the classes is made at the close
of the second term. There are four competitions during the
course of the 'year-the first in October, the second in December,
the third in February and the fourth toward the end of April.
The first, second and third competitions are followed. by distri-
bution of premiums. The places or degrees of merit obtail1t·d
by the students in the different classes are publicly prodail1wd,
and honors are awarded to such as have been most distinguished
for good conduct, diligence and proficiency.
On ~ompletion of the Classical Course, the degree of A. B.
is conferred upon those who, on examination, are fou nd dt'st~rv.
ing of that distinction. Subsequently the degree of A.M. can be
obtained by devoting a second year to the study of Philosophy in
the institution, or two years to a learned profession. Studt>nts
of the Commercial Course receive an honorary certificate 011
completion of the course.
Every candidate for admission who is not pt:'rsl)f1ally
acquainted with some member of the Faculty I must prodwl'
proper testimonials of a good moral character. If he ClJllWS frlllll
anothetcollege, he will be required to present a cl'rtitkate IIf
good standing in the institution which he has left.
Quarterlyreports are sent to the parents or guardians of thl'
stUdents, to inform them of the conduct and Improvemellt of
their Sons or wards.
Punctual attendance is earnestly recommended. Part'nts are
regUlarly informed of the non-attendance of their SOilS. In ....ase
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of absence, a note assigning a sufficient reason must be brought
to the Prefed of Discipline.
In order that the lessons may be prepared with proper
assiduity, parents are requested to insist on their sons studying
at home for two or three hours every evening. When students
are to be withdrawn from the institution, due notice should be
given to the President.
The College is open every morning at half-past seven o'clock.
Those who come before the time of class proceed at once to the
Study Hall, and devote the interval to private study. All are
required to be present five minutes before half-past eight o'clock,
at which hour the Catholic students hear Mass. At nine o'clock
the regular exercises of class commence, closing at three o'clock.
For the maintenance of order and discipline, strict obedience,
assiduous application and blameless conduct are required of every
student. Any serious fault regarding these essential points ren-
ders the offender liable to effective correction, and even to dis-
missal, if it be deemed necessary by the Faculty.
None are received as boarders in the College.
As the institution is not endowed, it is entirely dependent
for its support on the fees paid for tuition.
Tuition, per session of ten months, for all classes, $60.00.
Students of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, for the use
of the apparatus, p'ay $10.00 per session.
Diplomas for Graduates in the Classical Course, $5.00.
Certificates for the completion of the Commercial Course,
$5.00. A charge of $2.00 a quarter is made for the use of
typewriters.
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-annually in
advance. The account for tuition' dates from the day of the
student's entrance. No deduction is allowed for absence, save
in case of dismissal or protracted illness. The session is divided
into quarters, beginning respectively about the 1st of September,
the 15th of November, the 1st of February and the 15th of April.
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TIME. PHILOSOPHY CLASS. I RHETORIC CLASS. POETRY CLASS. HUMANITIES.
i
A: M Calculus; 1st term. : Latin. Latin. Latin.
9.00 Astronomy: 2d term. I
~~~~; Philosophy. ~l-G-r-e-ek-.-------~I--G-r-ee-k-.--------II-G-re-e-k~.--------1
11 '00 L't t M W Ii Physics: 1st term. Chemistry: 1st term. Special Classics and• 1 era ure 1 • , •
Chemistry: 2d term. Physics: 2d term. Book-keeping.
-;::-:-1 Evidences of Religion, T~'I Evidences of Religion, T. ,So Evidences of Religion,T., S. Evidences of Religion, T., S.
12:45 Modern Lang's, M., W., F. Modern Lang's, M., W., F. Modern Lang's, M., W., F. Modern Lang's, M , W., F.
----_ ... _-~-_. __.__.. _ .._-----~ -
1 :1 5 II' Philosophy, F. I Mathematics. Mathematics. Mathematics.
___' Special Science, M., W. ! I ~~ I-----------I
! . I Literature, W., S. Literature, W., S. Literature, W., S.
2:10 ! Plll]osophy.M.,T. W.,S.; Civics,M.,T. History,M.,T. History,M.,T.
: Elocution, F. I Elocution, F. Elocution, F. Elocution, F.
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~out'.$~S of 1Jn.struction.
There are two Courses of Instruction, the Classical and the
Commercial.
I. THE CLASSICAL COURSE.
The Classical Course is designed to impart a thorough liberal
education. In the accomplishment of this purpose, the Ancient
Classics hold the first place as the most efficient instrument of
mental discipline. Besides Latin, Greek and English, the Course
embraces Religious Instruction, Mental and Moral Philosophy,
Astronomy and Mathematics, History, Literature, the Natural
Sciences-in a word, all the usual branches of a complete educa-
tion. It has been found, by long experience, that this is the
only Course that fully develops all the faculties, forms a correct
taste, teaches the student how to use all his powers to the best
advantage, and prepares him to excel in any pursuit, whether
professional or commercial.
The Course is divided into two departments-Collegiate and
Academic.
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.
The object of this class is to form the mind to habits of
correct reasoning, and to impart sound principles of mental and
moral philosophy.
Evidences of Religion-Wilmer's Hand Book. Lectures in
Explanation.
Logic and Metaphysics-Russo's Summa Philosophica. For
reference: HiII, Stonyhurst Series, Poland, Coppens.
Ethics-Jouin's Elementa PhiiosophiGB Moralis. For refer-
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ence: Hill, Russo, Poland, Stonyhur.st Series, Liberatore's Polit-
ical Economy.
Mathematics-Differential and Integral Calculus.
Astronomy-Young's Elements of Astronomy.
Science-Special course, two hours a week.
Literature-Special course, two hours a week.
Elocution-One hour a week.
Circles and Specimens.
a::la.s.s 0 F)\bdorlc.







Models-1st Term: Cicero-Pro Lege Manilia or Pro Milone.
Horace-Select Odes and Epodes.
2nd Term: Cicero-One of the following orations.
In Catilinam, Pro Marcello, Pro Ligario.
Tacitus-Selections.
Horace-Select Epistles and Satires.
Practice-Latin Themes; Original Compositions; Imitations
of Models; Off-hand Translations of Latin into
English, and of English into Latin.
GREEK.
Models-1st Term: Demosthenes-Olynthiacs or Phillipics.
Select passages into Latin.
2nd Term: 51. Chrysostom-Eutropius: and one of
the following plays: Sophocles-OEdipus Tyrannus
or Antigone; or JEschylus-Promotheus Bound; or
a speech of Demosthenes or Chrysostom.
Practice- Themes: Imitations; Anthology for reference.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Oratoria! Composition; History. For
reference: Quintilian, Kleutgen, Blair.
Literatul'e-Jenkins' Manual-Orators and Historians.
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Models-The best specimens of British and American Ora-
tors and Historians.
Practice - Imitations. Original Compositions - Oratorical,
Poetical, Historical. Critical Essays on Models.
LANGUAGES.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Equations
,of First Degree to end.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Analytic Geometry.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
History-Constitution and Government of the United States.
Elocution-One hour a week.
Physics-Gage.
Chemistly-Fox's Qualitative Analysis.
The object of this class is the cultivation, in a special manner
·of taste, sentiment and style, which is to be effected chiefly by
the study of the best poets.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
Wilmer's Hand Book. Lectures in Explanations.
LATIN.
Precepts-Yenni-Prosody repeated and finished.
Models-1st Term: Virgil's JEneid.
Cicero: Pro Archia.
Selections from Christian Poets
2nd Term: Virgil's JEneid.
Horace's Ars Poetica.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Latin Versification, both terms; Themes; Imita-
tions; Original Exercises in prose; Off-hand Trans-
lations.
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'GREEK.
Precepts-Yenni-Prosody. Anthology for reference.
Models-1st Term: Homer's Iliad.




P1'ecepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction - Nature and
Varieties of Poetry, including Epic and Dramatic;
Beauty; Sublimity; Taste; Novels j Essays.
Kleutgen, Broeckaert, etc., for reference.
Literature-Jenkins' .Manual-Poets, Novelists, Essayists.
Models-Specimens of Dramatic, Lyric, Elegiac and Didactic
Poetry.
Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises in Poetry and
Essay-writing. Critical Essays on Models.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Plane Trigonometry.








The object of this class is to train the students in the minor
species of Composition; Narration, Description, Dialogue, Letter-
writing. Comparative Grammar is made a special feature.
Versification is begun.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism reviewed.
Practical Instructions.
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LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni;-Syntax repeated with all notes,
etc. Prosody begun;




Cicero-Extracts from Minor Works.
Selectiot:!s. from Christian Poets.
Practice:--Themes on Syntax and in imitation of Authors:
Verse-making: Off-hand Translation.
GRBBK:
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Etymology and Syntax repeated
with all notes, etc. Anthology for reference.
2nd Term: Yenni-Comparative Grammar.
Models-1st Term: Palrephatus. Plutarch.
2nd Term: Xenophon; Old and New Testament.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and Authors.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction-Style, Varieties
of Style, Minor Species of Prose Composition, viz.,
Narration and Description, Dialogues, etc. English
Versification.
Models-Specimens of Minor Species of Composition in Prose
and Verse.
P1'actice-Imitations. Original Exercises in Minor Species of
Composition.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Geometry, three books.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Geometry, completed.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
History-Ancient, Fredet.








Latin and English: 1st term. Latin, M., W., F.




P. M. Christian Doctrine, T., S. Christian Doctrine, T., S. Christian Doctrine, T., S.
12:45 Modern Languages, M., W., F. Modern Languages, M., W., F. Modern Languages, M., W., F.
Algebra, T., W., F., S. Arithmetic: 1st term. Arithmetic.1 :15
English, M. Algebra: 2nd term.
English, T., F., S. English, M., W., F. English, M., T., S.
2:10 Physical Geography, W. History and Geography, F., S. History and Geography, F., S.
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
Besides being a preparation for the Collegiate Course, this
department aims at imparting such an' education as is usually
given by the high schools and academies. It comprises three
classes.
7lr.st Aca~¢m\c.
The objectof this class is to complete the study of Grammar
and to perfect the student in the simple forms of Composition
begun in the preceding class.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part Ill.
Practical Instructions.
LATIN. LANGUAGES.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni's Syntax, from Moods and Tenses
to the end, excluding more difficult notes.
2nd Term: Syntax of first term repeated with notes
entire and frequent drill.
Models-1st Term: Cicero-Extracts, Letters.
2nd Term: Cresar.
Practice-Original Themes on Syntax and Authors.
GREEK.
PrecePts-1st Term: Yenni - Matter of preceding year
repeated, adding exceptions j Contract Nouns and
Verbs, Verbs in p.~, etc., to Syntax, excluded:
White's First Greek Book.
2nd Term: Yenni-Repetition of more difficult parts
of Etymology; Syntax without notes: White.
Models-lEsop, Hierocles, .Lucian.
Practice-Easy exercises in formation of Verbs, etc.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction - Elements of
Composition; Words, Sentences, Punctuation j Fig-
ures j Epistolary Composition.
Models-Selections illustrative of Precepts.
Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises.
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MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra to Fractions
included.
2nd Term:, Wentworth's Complete Algebra, from Fractions
to Radical Expressions inclUded.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
Hist01y-Fredet's Modern.
Geography-Appleton's Standard Higher-Asia, Africa, Oce-
ania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
Elocution-One hour a week.
Penmanship-Daily practice.
S~con~ ACC1~~mlc.
The object of this class is to acquire skill in parsing, readi-
ness in the analysis and construction of sentences, and facility
of expression, by means of translation and the simpler forms of
Composition. Greek is begun in the second term.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part II.
Practical Instructions.
LATIN. LANGUAGES.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-Repetition from list of Perfects
and Supines; Syntax as far as Moods and Tenses,
without notes and exceptions.
2nd Term: Same portion of Syntax repeated, with
notes and exceptions.
Models-1st Term: Historia Sacra.
2nd Term: Yenni-Fables and Dialogues.
Practice-1st Term: Easy Themes. Constant drill on Eng-
lish and Latin form of Verbs.
2nd Term: Arnold.
GREEK. (BEGUN AT THE OPENING OF THE SECOND TERhl.)
Precepts-Yenni's Grammar, as far as Regular Verbs included,
omitting exceptions, contracts, etc.: White's First
Greek Book.
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LANGUAGES.
Practice-Constant drill on Nouns, Adjectives, and Regular
Verbs. Easy themes.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed ?,nd memorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sen-
tences. Easy compositions. Daily exercises in
Reading and Spelling from the text- books used in
class.
ARITHM.ETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to the end. Wentworth's Complete
Algebra-Elementary Treatise.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
History-Fredet's Modern-From begit1ning to Crusades.
Geography-Appleton's Standard Higher-South and Central
America and Europe.
Elocution-One hour a week.
Penmanship-Daily practice.
In this class the study of Latin is begun. The object of this
class is, by constant and thorough drill, to familiarize the student
with the elements of Grammar, both Latin and English, and to
begin their application in short and easy themes and compositions.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part I.
Practical Instructions.
LATIN.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni-To list of Perfects and Supines,
omitting the exceptions.
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2nd Term: Same matter repeated, including prin-
cipal exceptions; and as far as Syntax. Easier
rules of Syntax.
Models-2nd Term: Historia Sacra.
Practice-Easy themes. Constant drill on English and Latin
forms of Verbs.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymology. Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easy compositions.
Reading-Excelsior Fifth Reader. Daily practice.
Spelling-Reed's Word Lessons. Daily practice.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Common and Decimal
Fractions repeated; Metric System j Four Cases of Percentage.
2nd Term: Percentage, with applications to Discount.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
Hist01y-United States History, Sadlier.
.Geograpl0'-Appleton's Standard Higher-From beginning to
Central America.
Elocution-One hour a week.
Penmanship-Daily practice.
II. COMMERCIAL COURSE.
This course offers to those who do not wish to avail them-
selves of a regular classical training, the means of acquiring a
good English or Commercial education. It embraces Book-keep-
ing, an ample course of Arithmetic, with the elements of Algebra;
and to a complete Grammar course, it adds the study of Style,
the principles and practice of the minor species of Composition,
especially Letter-writing, and a course of Religious Instruction.
It is completed in four years, and prepares students for com"
mercial pursuits.
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7lr$,t ¢:omm~r"lal ¢:la.u.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism reviewed.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Introduction-Figures, Varieties of Style,
Letter-writing, Narration and Description, Novels,
etc.
Models-Specimens of minor Composition in Prose and Verse.
Praetice-Exerc.ises in minor species of Composition, espe-
cially Letter-writing, with particular attention to
Business Letters. .
ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.
1st Term: Practical Arithmetic applied to Business tran~ac­
tions; Williams' Commercial Arithmetic; Wentworth's Elements
of Algebra, to Fractions included.
2nd Term: Commercial Arithmetic; Wentworth's Elements,
from Fractions to Radical Expressions included.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.





Commercial Law-Fitch, New Commercial Law.




Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part III.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Introduction-From beginning to Figmes
of Speech.
Models-Selections illustrative of Precepts.
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Practice-Imitations. Original Exercises, including easier
forms of Letter -writing, with special attention to
Sentence- building, Punctuation, etc.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Williams' Commercial Arithmetic. Special at.
tention to Business transactions.
2nd Term: Work of the 1st Term continued. Copious
exercises from other authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
Histoly-Fredet's Modern-From beginning to Crusades.
Ceograplo/-Appleton's S tan dar d Hi g her-Asia, Africa,
Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
Book -keeping-Marshall's Mercantile Course.
Phonography-Pitmanic, Heffley.
Typewriting-Daily practice.
Commercial Law-Fitch, New Commercial Law.




Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part II.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Syntax and Analysis of Sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sentences.
Easy compositions. Dilily Exercises in Reading and
Spelling from the text- books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Percentage; Discount to
Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio to end. Copious exercises from other
authors.
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ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
Hist01y-United States History, Sadlier.
Geography-Appleton's Standard Higher-South and Centml
America, Europe. United States reviewed in study-
ing History.
Book-keeping-Ellis, First Elements.




Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part I.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Goold Brown-Etymology and Analysis of Sen-
tences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practia-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easy composition·s.
Reading-Excelsior Fifth Reader, and all books used in class.
Daily practice.
Spelling-Reed's Word Lessons, and other books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical-Common and Decimal
Fractions; Metric System; Four Cases of Percentage, Fractions
included.
2nd Term: Percentage, with applications to Discount.
Copious exercises from otller authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
Hist01y-Gilmour's Bible History.
Geography-Appleton's Standard Higher-From beginning to
Central America.
Elocution-One hour a week.
Penmanship-Daily practice.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
PREPARATORY CLASS.
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The object of this class is to introduce younger pupils to the
study of the first principles of Grammar, chiefly by class drill; to
form them to habits of attention and application, and thus pre-
pare them for one of the regular Courses of Instruction.
Requirements for entering this class are: 1st-The applicant
must know how to read, write and spell creditably. 2nd-He
should know Arithmetic as far as Long Division included.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Cate~hismJ daily.
Practical Instruction.
ENGLISH,
Precepts-Elementary Lessons in English.
Models-From Reader and other sources.
P1'actice-Objeet Lessons. Easy Compositions. Daily Exer-
cises from Whitney and Knox's Elementary Lessons,
Part I.
Spellil1g-Reed's Word Lessons. Exercises also from Reader,
History, and other text- books.
Reading-Catholic National Fourth Reader.
ARITHMETIC.
Ray's New Practical. Long Division to Commo'n and Deci-
mal Fractions included. Copious Exercises from other sources








Vocal Culture and Gesture -Drill-The whole field of Elocu-
tion, reviewing and perfecting the work of preceding years.
l~endition chiefly of Oratorical and Dramatic Selections.
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SECOND CLASS.
(HUMANITIES AND FIRST COMMERCIAL;)
Vocal Culture-Repetition of Work of preceding years;
Power, Stress, Melody, Pitch, Tone, Slides and- Waves.
Gesture-Drill-More difficult positions; Complex gestures j
Calisthenic exercises jConcert-drilL
Rendition of Metrical Compositions; Expression of the
Passion.
THIRD CLASS.
(FIRST ACADEMIC AND SECOND COMMERCIAL.)
Vocal Culture-Repetition of Work of preceding years;
Inflection of Words and Sentences; Pauses and Cadences j
Qualities of Voice.
Gesture-Ddll-Combinations of Simple gestures and move-
ments i Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of less elementary pieces.
FOURTH CLASS.
(SECOND ACADEMIC AND THIRD COMMERCIAL.)
Vocal Culture-Repetition of Work of preceding years j
Breathing exercises i Articulation i Pronunciation; Concert-drill.
Gesture-Dritl-Position and Movement; Varieties of Simple
gestures i Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FIFTH CLASS.
(THIRD ACADEMIC AND FOURTH COMMERCIAL.)
Vocal Culture-Breathing exercises j Articulation; Pronunci-
ation of Vowels and Consonants; Concert-drill.
Gesture-Drill-Positions in Reading and Declamation j Simple
gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
fRENCH. GERMAN AND SPANISH.
The study of French, German or Spanish is optional in either
course. Instruction in these languages is given without extra
charge.





The object of the Association is to promote social intercourse
and mutual assistance among its members, by meetings, annual
banquets, and the formation of societies for various purposes
under the Association; and to further the welfare of St. Xavier
College.
The following are eligible to active membership: (a) Regular
Graduates of the Classical Course, and those who have received
certificates of the Post-Graduate Course j (b) Adoptive Alumni;
(c) Ex- Students of the Collegiate Department whose classes have
graduated; (d) Those who have received the certificate of the
Commercial Course and are twenty-one years of age.
The honorary members shall consist of those on whom the
Association may see fit to confer the title.
OFFICERS FOR 1905.
REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S.J., Moderator.
DENIS F. CASH, President.
SIMON A. BALDUS, Active Vice-President.
ADAM B. WILSON, '40's,
LEWIS A. SEASONGOOD, '50'~,
JOHN J. CARBERY, '60's,
DR. A. P. RENNEKER, '70's,
REV.. JOSEPH A. SHEE, '80's,
DR. CHARLES E. MURRAY, '90's,
OSCAR VERKAMP, '00'5,
JOSEPH M. NURRE, Secretary.
DR. J. HOME~ HUSHART, Financial Secretary.
JOHN H. RIELAG, Treasurer.
OLIVER C. THOMAN, Historian.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.






DR. J. HOMER HUSHART, ex-officio.



























*Burrowes,Rev. Alexander J., S,J.




tCalmer, Rev. Henry M., S.J.
Carbery, John J.
Cash, Denis F.
Cassidy, Dr. James S.







































Fette, Dr. George T.
Fischer, Alphonse L.
Fitzgerald, Charles J.
Flynn, Cornelius F. X.
Flynn, Thomas A.
Flynn, William P.




















Grafe, Dr.' Ferdinand T.





Halpin, Rev. Denis M.
Hart, Dr. Thomas P.











Hoppe, Dr. Herman H.
Hurley, Edward T.































McCloskey, Rev. James P.
McKenzie, Stephen M.
McMahon, John A.
McMechan, Dr. James C.
Mangold, Matthew
Merk, Arthur C.




Moeller, Rev. Bernard F.
Moeller, Most Rev. Abp. Henry
*Moeller, Rev. Henry, S.J.
Montgomery, William


















O'Brien, Rev. Matthew P.
*O·COl1l1or. Rev. Michael.! .. S..!.
.'!< President (If Collt·}!t".
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O'Shaughnessy, Victor M. Sliker, Eugene
Peters, William M. Sloctermyer, Carl
Piatt, J. Wyckoff Smiley, James J.
Poland, Lawrence SJiecker, John B.
Poland, Rev. John N., S;J. Staderman, Albert
Poland, William e, Sulllvan, John E.
Polal1di Rev. William, S.J. Sullivan, John J.
Proeppern1aOfi, ,Rev, Henry Sund, Rev. Joseph F.
eund,~rllnclsX. Taylor, Dr: Richard T.
RagJarid, Ho\V~rdN. Templeton, Joseph M.
Ratermann, B~rnatdJ. Theissen, Harry
i gattermlln,A,r!>er~,ry. Theissen, Joseph B.
Ratterjnan'Cl~renceJ. Themann, Joseph A.
Ratterman, Drt Francis L. Thoman, Oliver C.
Reinhartlt, Revf Albert M, Thuman, J. Herman
Rennekilr, Di'. A. P. Tieken, Rev. Joseph A.
Rettig, John Tierney, Thomas
Rettig, Martin J. Tobin, Willlam J.
RichmOnd, Maurice A. Tracy, Edward
Richmond, Dr. William D. Tracy, Francis M.
Rleckelman, Frederick J. Tracy, James
Rleckelman, William Tracy, John V.
Rielag, John H. Verkamp, John
Ritter, Claude A. Verkamp, Jos!!ph B.
Ritter, Jesse R. Verkamp, Leo F.
Ryan, Richard A. Verkamp, Oscar
Ryan, Robert X. Verkamp, Paul H.
Sanger, Jesse R. Van Lahr, Leo J.
*Schaapman, Rev. Henry A., S.J. Wehage, Oscar
Schmidt, Frederick A. Wenning, Theodore H.
Schmitt, AdaJ'it Wenning, Dr. William H.
schoenhoeft, Very Rev. John F. Wenstrup, Frank J.
Schoettelkotte, Henry J. Wesselman, Albert
Schroder, Charles H. Wetterer, Alphonse
Schultz, Thomas I. Whitney, John
Scott, Francis L. Willenbrinck, Francis J.
Seasongood, Alfred Williams, Morgan J.
Seasongood, Lewis A. WiUmes, Edward J.
Sebastlani, Aloysius J. Wilson, Adam B.
Sebastiani, James A. Winner, Rev. Henry J.
Sebastiani, Theodore Wolking, Aloysius H.
Shay, Thomas F. WoIldng, William C.
Shea, John A. Wuellner, Bernard J.
Shee, Rev. Joseph A. Zimmer, Charles
*President of College.
Those who wish to apply for membership will please communicate with the
Secretary of the Executive Committee,
MR. JOHN A. DEASY, 54 St. Paul Building, Cincinnati, O.
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m~nu.
BLUE POINTS.
RADISHES, OLIVES. SAI.TED AI.MONDS,
CRAEM OF CHICKEN. A LA REINE,
BROILED BLUEFISH, MAITRE D'HOTEL.
CUCUMBERS, . POTATOES O'BRIEN.
FILLET OF BEEF, MUSHROOMS.
POTATOES SOUFI.EE,
SORBET ST. XAVIER.
ROAST SPRING CHICKEN, AU JUS.
ASPARAGUS.
MAYONNAISE OF SHRIMP.









. Most Reverend Henry Moeller, D.O.
MUSIC.
. . . Denis F. Cash
. J, Herman Thuman
SONG .
"GETTING THROUGH" •. , •.•••••





. . . . . . . • . . . . Gerald J. Connolly
..••........ Louis J. Estermal1
, , • , . " Rev, Matthew P O'Srlen
BRIEF ADDI~ESSES.
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SODALITIES Of THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY.
The Sodalities have for their object the promotion of filial
love towards the Mother of God and the practice of virtue and
piety among their me.mbers. The Directors are appointed by the
Faculty, the other officers are elected by the members.
Censors . , 1
L. DAVIS, S.J., Director.
Second Term.







· . G. Hoadly Ryan
· . John F. Gannon
. . William A. Dowd
John J. Lawless
. William L. Shannon
Albert I. Murray
· . John H. Lamott
· . Paul L. Schupp
· Albert H. Poetker
· . John R. Bolte
James J. Grogan
· Clarence Spraul






· . Consultors ..
· •. Prefect ...
• First Assistant .
Second Assistant.
. Secretary .
· . Treasurer . .
· First Sacristan .
· Second Sacristan











John L. Bunker . .




John H. Heithaus .
William A. Schoenle, .
Edward A. Drucker . .
Aloysius H. Bockhorst .
Wiiliam J. Manley ..
Milton E. Crowe ...
Alexander B. Heilemann
Joseph A. Verkamp ..
Pierre B. Bouscaren ..
Herbert J. Gerhardstein
John J. Ryan ... , .
Lawrence H. Sebastianl




John M. Hines ..
S.J., Director.
Second Term.
· Francis L. Spieker
· . William F. Kelly
· . Robert B. Foss
Walter A. Vogelgesang
. Thomas J. Donnelly
· . . Prefect ...
· First Assistant .
Second Assistant
. Secretary
· . Treasurer ..
SODALITY OF "OUR lADY, HELP OF CHRISTIANS."
JUNIOR STUDENTS.
REV, WILLIAM J. TALBOT,
First Term.
William F. Keily. .
Henry M. Bridwell .
Francis J. Johnson.
Paul J. Klonne
Louis J. Homan . .











Joseph B. Wilke .
Oliver L. Creed. .
James W. O'Hara.
Charles H. Baehner .
Robert B. Foss . .
John King • . . .
Francis L. Spieker
Joseph P. Cravin .
Alphonse W. Wehner
Victor F. Tapke ..
William M. Hussey .
Henry J. Corcoran .














1(1. . . Consultors. .
J
. . Promoters . .
Second Term.
J . Edward J. Corcoran
I Alphonse J. Linnemani .Victor F. Tapke
.. Walter J. Heeldn
J . . William Connolly
I . Charles H. Baehner
( .. Howard J. Griffin
J Allan Baehr









· . . John Duffey
· . JuliusJ. Dyer
Francis C. Cordano
Leo F. Steible
· . George Reenan





The principal object of this Society is to add beauty and
solemnity to divine worship by an accurate ob:·:ervance of the
liturgic rites and ceremonies, as also to afford Catholic students,
distinguished for excellent deportment, the honor of serving in
the sanctuary.
HUBERT F. BROCKMANN. S.J., President.
First TerlJl.
Walter S. Schmidt
Albert B. Grueter .
Francis A. Nurre .
Walter J. Kent . .
R. Stanley Bachmeyer .
Dedan F. Carroll .





(. Assistant Censors 1
Second Term.
. Albert B. Grueter
Francis A. Nurre
John F. Gannon
. Walter J. Kent
Walter J. Connolly
Joseph F. Minning
. Albert H. Poetker
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THE PHILOPEDIAN SOCIETY
Was organized under the present name in 1841. Its object is to
foster a taste for eloquence, history and general literature. The
members assemble in their hall every week for debates or for
the disc.ussion of carefully prepared essays on disputed points of
history.
REV. JOHN F. O'CONNOR, S.J., President.





William A. Dowd .
William L. Shannon.
John L. Bunker. . .
George B. Topmoeller .
Edward J. Blearton .
Joseph H. Reverman
Charles E. Kiely . .
Frederick I. Droege.








· William L. Shannon
· . Francis A. Nurre
Herbert J. Dorger
. Aloysius H. Bockhorst
Albert B. Grueter
· . G. Hoadly Ryan
Francis M. Kennedy
· Edward J. Kennedy
THE JUNIOR LITERARY SOCIETY.
The object of this Society is to promote the study of literature
and to facilitate the practice of composition and speaking. De-
bates, essays, readings or declamations form the regular pro-
gramme of the weekly meetings. The members are thus pre-
pared for entrance into the PhiJopedian Society.
ARCHIBALD J. TALLMADGE, S.J., President.
First Terlll.
. . . . . Vice-President . .
. Recording Secretary .
Corresponding Secretary
. .. Treasurer .
1 Committee
r on Debates
R. John Bolte ...
Edward F. Sartor .
James J. Grogal\ .
Eugene H. Klonne .
Joseph A. Clark .
Pierre B. Bouscaren .
William P. 0'Shaughnessy I
Edward C. Moormann. . f Censors ..
Second Term.
· ... R. John Bolte
· . Edward F. Sartor




. Edward D. King
Robert Averdick
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THE GERMAN LITERARY SOCIETY
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Was organized October 5, 1868. Its object is, by means of
debates, essays and declamations, to afford its members an op-
portunity of acquiring ease and fluency in the German language.
ANDREW P. GANSS, S.J., President.
First Tenn.
Joseph H. Reverman .
Francis X. Lothschlletz .
Robert M. McMechan
George B. Topmoeller
John H. Heithalls ..
Joseph M. Hare ..
Herbert J. Gerhardstein
Francis A. Nurre
William J. Creed . . .
.. Vice-President
. Recording Secretary .
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer .




. Joseph H. Reverman
. Francis X. Lothschuetz
. . Francis A. Nurre






The Students' Library, established in 1848, is an indispens-
able aid to the Faculty, in carrying out their programme of
collegiate training and instruction. The necessity of wide and
sympathetic reading in the best authors is obvious, if culture is
to be broad and attainment varied. In particular, the teaching
of literature is not by precepts alone, but, in large measure, by
that manner of practical instruction, which consists in bringing
the student's mind into intelligent contact with the best examples
of Iiterary thought and form.
The Library is free to all students of the College whose
standing in their respective classes gives satisfaction. It is well
stocked with select works in their various departments of English
literature and is provided with an elaborate card catalogue, based
on the decimal system of c1assifkation.
In connection with the Students' Library, though with a
distinct organization, is the Students' Reading Room, the object
of which is, to offer those resorting to it, specail opportunities for
reading and study. A numerous collection of works of reference,
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and a stock of journals, magazines, etc., representative of tile
best periodical literature of the day, are daily at the servke of
the members.








· . . • Treasurer
Clarence 1':. Spraul
George A. Nlemal1
· Richard J. 0111011
The members of this Association are encouraged to spend
their leisure hours with pleasure and profit by devoting them to
the study of the theory and practice of photography, They
receive instructions in both branches of the subject, and enjoy
the use of a well equipped studio. Weekly outings in fair weather
provide facilities for practice in the field.
MARK L. PALMER, S.J., ••
ALOYSIUS H. BOCKHORST, •
· PreslMnt.
· CustOdl:ll1.
THE ST. XAVIER ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
The object of this Association is to arrange and to direct out-
door games. Every student is eligible to membership who attains
a requisite standard of proficiency in his studies.
The College athletics, through this Association, are entrusted
to the direct management of the student body, under the super-
vision of the Faculty Director.
The Athletic Association and the Gymnasium constitute one
organization, thereby affording all necessary facilities for the
.systematic physjcal training and development of hoth St'nior and
Junior students.
DANIEL D. HENRY. S.J .• President.
ALBERT B. GRUETER .
WILLIAM A. DOWD . .
EDWARD J. KENNEDY.
JOSEPH A. VERKAMP .
ALEXANDER B. HEILEMANN




. . . . • . . . Ct'nsor.







'l1rofusors anO StuOl/;nt.s of St. Xavlu \!:oUl/;gl/;.
S<:llur~<:IY. ~o,,~mb~r fZ. 1904. <:II 8:30 :?\.. m.
-
<tol.bro.. l: )t••. 'WIlliam :J. -:Jfarrl..glo... S.3.
JI).o,o.. : :fl.••. ""]forman 3. llt<horl. S.3.
5ub~.o,on: mr. 30hn '3. )'co.h. S.3.
:m.morlol S ..mon br :fl..". :Jam.. 3. m<loy. S.3.
~------------~
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Vocal-" Voices of the Woods" (Quintette) .
Address (Juniors) . . ~ . . . . .
Violin 5010-" Angel's Serenade"
Tributes In Verse (Sophomores)
Vocal-" Good Bye" (Solo)
Greeting-From the Preps
Instrumental Duo , . . ,
College Orchestra
William A. Dowd








Alexander and Elmer Heilemann
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
DES ST. XAVIER COLLEGIUMS,
DONNERSTAG ABEND, DEN 29. DEZEMBER 1904.
PROGRAMM.
.. Vot"n~bmu "'on muss .5~ln."




Herr Jakob Meierschmid, sen., Kommerzienrat
Herr Jakob Meierschmid, jun., dessen Sohn
Graf de Saleton, (auf Besuch) . • . . . .
Pierre, alter Kammerdiener des Meierschmid
Herr Muehlhoff, Freund von Meierschmid















1. Auf?ug. Wohnstube des Herrn Meierschmid, sen.
U Topp! es gilt. Es wlrd zur Feler meiner Ordens-Dekoratlon
Theater gesplelt, "-Hen KOIJI/llet";riellrat.
2. Atl:f?ug. Garten des Herrn Meierschmid, sen.
If Ja, eln felner Malln, dieser Graf. Ich dart schon stolz darlluf
seln, dass meln Sohn elnen solchen Freund gewonnen hat."
-He·1'r KOliw/(I"{ielll'j1f.
l. Auflllg. Wie im ersten Aufzuge.
"0 lell wollte mil' selbsl eine Olll'feige geben; fell war von
kill disc her Eltetkeit befangell,"-Hen' KOl1mle1':{ie1Jrat.
Die ll1usikallschen Auffuel1rungen yom Studenten-Orcllester geliefert.
Armis F.:tClllldia Praestat.
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Wa.$~lngton a::omm~mot'atton
BY THE
JUNIOR LITERARY SOCIETY OF ST. XAVIER COLLEGE,
MEMORIAL HALL, FEBRUARY 21, 1905.
PROGRAMME.
Stradella (Flotow) • . • . • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . College Orchestra
PART I.
The Lake Poets. . . . .
SlUlluel Taylor Coleridge.
The Ancient Mariner . . .
Hearts Courageous (Waltz)
PART II.
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Or-ator-lcal <t:ontut
SOt lb. :i\lum'" :m.b.1.




" Sir Thomas More"
" Daniel O'Connell"
Vocal-" The Nights" (Roberti)
"Joan of Arc" . . . .




" March of till' Brownies" (BischoIf)










. Walter J. Connolly
Frederick [, Droege
, College Orchestra
Mr. Denis F. Cash, Rev. John O·Dwyer.
Mr, Joserl} A. Niehaus. Mr. U\wrence Poland.
Mr. Francis X. Pund.
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MEMORIAL HALL, WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 12, 1905, 8 P.M.
PROGRAMME.
Overture .•.•....
Introductory Remarks . .
. . . . . . . . . College Orchestra
. The Chairman, Francis M.. Kennedy
Debate.






Selection-Mandolin and Piano ..
Rejotl'lder.





• Alexander and Elmer Heilemann
, • Junior Quintette
Finale, .•
Decision of Debate
, , . , . . . • . . . . . • . College Orchestra
Judges of the Debate .'
DR. A. P. RENNEKER, MR. JOHN H. RIELAG,
MR. JOHN J. SULLIVAN, REV. JOHN N. POLAND, S.J.
REV. ALBERT ESTERMAN, S.J ..
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
PRESENTED BY STUDENTS OF ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, MEMORIAl. HALL.




Louis XII, King of France . . . . . . . . .
Gaston, Duke of Orleans, Brother to the King
Baradas, the King's Favorite . . , . .
Armand Duplessis, Cardinal de Richelieu
The Chevalier de Mauprat. . . . .
The Sieur de Beringhen . . . . . .
Marion de Lonne, a Spy of Richelieu
Joseph, Richelieu's Confidant . . .
Francois, a Page to Richelieu . . .
Huguet, an Officer of Richelieu's Household, a Spy .
Clermont, a Courtier . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1William
etc.
Secretaries of State .
Captain of the Guards
Governor of the Bastile .
Jailer .....
Pages to Richelieu .
Pages to Louis XIII.
Courtiers










. .. Paul M. Schupp






, Clarence S. Spraul
Frederick D. Lotter
. . John J. Lawless
Master Robert M. Niehaus
Master Walter F. Verkamp
Master Francis M. Bering




















Scene 1-An apartment In the house of Marion de Lorme. Scene 2-A cabinet in tI,e
Palais Cardinal.
Scene 1-A drawing: room In the home of Chevalier de Mauprat. Scene 2-A cabInet In
the PaIais Royal,
Scene 1-A salon In Richelieu's castle at Ruelle. Scene 2-The court of the Chateau de
Baradas.
Scene-The liardens of the Louvre,
Scene 1-A corridor In the Bastlle. Scene 2-Throne room In the Palace of tI'e Louvre.
MUSICAl. INTERLUDES BY COLLEGE ORCflESTRA.
1. Overture-"Olympla March" - Met,
2. Characteri,~tlc-"~y a SI!:,dy Brook" __ ..•............ , , . , .. '. B,'ow"
3. Waltzes- "Lovers ~~ne •.••• , Stl11g/e~.r
4. Operatic- Caprice , Harl/.
5. March-" Progressive American" I , ........... • elf-mOlt
6. Flnale-"Semlnole" (March) VaIlAI.I)'",
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:Junlor- 1Elocutlon a::ontut.
MEMORIAL HALL, TUESDAY, MAY 9, 1905.
" Radium Dance" (SchwaI't{) . • . . . • . . . . .. College Orchestra
Fiftlz Sec:tioll.
" Papa's Dllemma" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Bernard Nurre
"The Owl Critic" ..•................. Paul J. Sweeney
" The Taming of Bucephalus" . . . . . . . . ... Aloysius J. Steltenkamp
"The Young Actor" . . . . • . . . . '. . . . . . . . .. Thomas E. Ryan
Vocal-" Thou'rt Like unto a Flower" Clarence Cullen
Instrumental-" March aus Faust" (Callllod) Thomas E. Ryan
F01/.1'th Seclio'll.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norbert Kleine
............. Howard J. Griffin
. . . . . . . . . Albert A. Borgemenke
. . . . . . College Orchestra
"A Leap for Life" . . . . .
" Spartacus to the Gladiators"
" Bernardo Del Carpio" . .
Serenade-" Moonlight" (Morel)
Third Section.
", The Gladiator" . . . . . . . . . . . . .
" The Maniac" . . '. . . . . . . .
" Keeping His Word" . . . .
" Damon and Pythias" . . . . . . . .
" What the Band Played" (Allon) . .
. . . . . . . . John L. King
. . . . . . .. Robert B. Foss
• I William F. Kelly
Gregor B. Moormann
. . College Orchestra
judges: REV. FRANqS M. LAMPING, MR. BERNARD J. FOX,
DR. CLARENCE J. KING, MR. GERALD J. CONNOLLY,
MR. JOHN A. DEASY.
.s~nlor- 1Elocutlon a::onte..st.
MEMORIAL HALL, FRIDAY, MAY 12, 1905.
Overture-" The Fantastic" (Mettl College Orchestra
Secoud Section.
" How Rubenstein Played" .
" The Fireman's Prayer". . . . . . . • . .
" White-washing a Fence" . . . . . . • . •
Waltzes-" Soul of the Roses" (F1'allt'(CIl)
First Secltrm.
" The Vagabonds". . . . . . . .
" A Death Bed". . . . . . . . . .
" Brutus' Harangue to the Romans" .
" How Rubenstein Played" . . . . .
Vocal-' I The Cascade" (Roeckel)
" The Chariot Race" . . . . . . . .
" The Dukite Snake" . . . . . . . .
" Clarence's Dream" . . . . . . . .
Finale-" The Niagara" (Mal/II)
· .. Robert P. Walsh
· . • Edward D. King
· Vincent L. Gallagher
. College Orchestra




. . . Junior Glee
George J. Cooney
Joseph F. Minning
.. R. John Bolte
College Orchestra
judges: REV. PATRICK A. MULLENS, S.J., DR. HENRY F. GAU,
MR. ,EDWARD A. FOSS, MR. EDWARD O. MULLANE,
MR. JOSEPH M. NURRE.








Duherty, William . .
Stuntebeck, Francis H.
Brown, Junius H..
























Huette, Peter. . .
Ihmsen, Frederick.
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NAMES. A. B. A.M.
Peyton, James H. 1854
Nourse, William H. 1854
Elberg, Frederick 1857
Donovan, Dennis . 1860
Dobmeyer, Michael 1860 1862
I-ioeffer, Francis 1860 1862
Walburg, Anthony 1860 1862
Dobmeyer, Anthony . 1862
Nugent, Christopher . 1862 1865
McDermott, Patrick J.. 1862
Siefert, Charles. . 1862
McDermott, Michael. 1862
Bosche, Aloysius 1862
Cloud, Francis H.. 1863 1866
Gray, William 1863 1877
Lavery, Joseph. . 1863
Luken, John .. 1863 1865
Moormann, Charles 1863
Murphy, CorneliusW.. 1863 1865
O'Shaughnessy, Louis 1863 1890
Rooney, Michael 1863 1865
Pindar, Christopher. 1864 1865




Carbery, John J. 1866 1890
Dowling, James A. 1866
Kinsella, William T.. 1866
Moeller, Henry . . 1866
Homan, Augustus. 1868 1872
Schoenhoeft, John F. 1868
Wenning, William. . 1868 1870
McDonough, James T.. 1868
Dengler, Charles 1868 1870
Brummer, Frederick . 1869
Hoeffer, James F. X. 1869
Lavery, Charles 1869
Luken, Augustus 1869 1873
Luken, Martin 1869 1873
Nurre, Henry .. 1869
Deneal, Francis T. 1870 1874
Egly, Guido .. 1870
Garrigan, Michael 1870 1874
King, Gabriel .. 1870
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NAMES. A. B. A.M.
Wilken, Herman. 1870
Brinker, John . 1871
Corcoran, Nicholas 1871 1874
Fearons, George H. 1871 1873
Menke, John 1871
Paul, Henry 1871
Quatman, Francis X. 1871
Russel, Michael .. 1871
Sanders, John B. 1871
Moeller, Bernard T. 1872
Overbeck, Francis X. 1872
Quinn, John S. .. 1872
Roesener, Berna rd H. 1872
Ruthman, Bernard. 1872
Schnier, Anthon y C.. 1872
Tobin, John F. 1872
Wilmes, Joseph . 1872
Wittkamp, Theodore M. 1872 1874
Burns, Thomas 1873
Cogan, Thomas J.. 1873 1875
Hellman, Francis F.. 1873 1877
Hemsteger, Joseph M.. 1873
Linneman, John H. 1873 1877
O'Keefe, Arthur J. 1873
Rogers, Charles L. 1873 1877
Sebastiani, James A. 1873 1890
Theissen, Henry C. 1873 1879
Brinkmeyer, Henry 1874
Effinger, Augustus. 1874
Eicher. Michael . 1874
Hendricks, John. 1874
Kokenge, Bernard. 1874
Owens, Thomas . 1874
Schuster, John 1874 1890
Von Martels, Augustus. 1874 1876
Woesman, Francis .. 1874 1880
Brinkman. Henry H.. 1875
Byrne, William A... 1875 1890
Feldhaus, Herman T. 1875
McCabe, Francis J.. 1875 1890
McCarthy, William F. 1875
Bouscaren, Octave 1876 1879
Bo jie, Stephen 1876
Cloud, Leo. . . 1876
f-lornschemeyer, Henry. 1876
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NAMES. A. B. A.M.
Lamping, Frederick 1876 1878
O'Brien, William 1876 1878
Cleary, Richard . 1877




Poland, Charles. 1877 1879
Quinn, William . 1877
Btau, John A.. 1878
Boeh, Charles J. 1878
Bruhl, :Theodore A. 1878 1880
Grimm, Adolph · . 1878 1884
Rowekamp, Henry. 1878
Schroder, Charles T. 1878
Weist, J. B.• 1878
Bast, George . 1879
Greifenkamp, Bernard 1879 1881
Heman, John . 1879
Hummel, Charles 1879
Kellinger, Louis. 1879 1881
Moloney, James . 1879
Overbeck, William. 1879 1881
Cloud, Joseph. 1880
Corcoran, Richard. 1880
Kuhlman, John · . 1880
Lasance, Francis X.. 1880
Moormann, Francis J. 1880 1882
O'Kane, Oscar J .. 1880 1882
Moulinier, Charles. ·1880
Rielag, Joseph · . 1880
Whelan, William 1880
Willenbrinck, Francis 1880
Bussman, Joseph B.. 1881
Koehler, Charles J. 1881 1890
Kuhlman, George H. 1881
Reinhart, Albert M: 1881 1883
Tobin, William J. . 1881 1890
Corcoran, Michael T. 1882
Droppelman, Joseph J. 1882
Hickey, John J .. 1882
Ryan, William B. . 1882 1884
Sourd, Adolph. 1882 1884
Ellerbrock, Herman 1882
Gerdes, Aloysius 1883
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NAMES. A. B. A.M. PH. D.
Kelly, Nicholas 1883
Moormann, Robert A. 1883
Neville, Martin P. 1883
O'Brien, Matthew P. 1883
Shee, Joseph A. 1883 1890
Vonderahe, George H.. 1883
Wolking, William e. 1883 1890
Hickey, Charles A. 1883
Delaney, John S. 1884
Busse, Herman B. 1884
Gordon, Joseph A. 1884
Loney, Michael. . 1884
Moeller, Bernard 1884 1890
Ottke, John T. 1884 1886
Proeppermann, Henry 1884 1890
Sheridan, Edmund J. 1884
Lamping, Francis M. 1885
Dickhaus, Joseph. 1885
Fox, William F. 1885 1890
J uettner, Otto G. 1885 1887
Kuhlman, Bernard F. 1885
Geisler, John S. 1885
Poland, Lawrence. 1885 1887 1898 in C.
Ca/lill, ellspar B.. 1886
Drake, Allison 1886 1887
Greiwe, John E. 1886 1890
Grafe, Ferdinaud F.. 1886
Hart, Thomas P. 1886 1890 1898 in C.
Hoppe, Herman H. 1886 1890
Kuhlman, Adolph J. 1886
Mackentepe, Frederick E. 1886 1892
Moore, James A. 1886 1890
Piatt, WIlliam M.. 1886
Sullivan, John J. 1886 1890
Babbitt, Edward J. 1887 1890
Cash, Denis F.. 1887 1890
Corbett, James S.. 1887 1894
Denning, Joseph A. 1887
Moulinier, Edward P. 1887 1890
Overbeck, Edward G. 1887
Poland, William B. 1887
Schmidt, George X. 1887
SUdhoff, Bernard A. 1887
Dem psey, Peter E. 1888 1890
Eicher, Charles F. 1888
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NAMES. A B. A.M.
Hickey, George F. 1888
Kemphues, Francis J. 1888
Maggini, Joseph A. 1888 1890
Templeton. Joseph N. 1888
Wetterer, Alphonse S.. 1888 1890
Cloud, Lawrence F. J .. 1889
Dittrich, Anthony J .. 1889
Emerson, William F.. 1889
Lohman, Charles J .. 1889
Cosgrave, Otway J .. 1890
Littleford, William 1890
Terrill, Jonas C. 1890
Conner, Robert G. 1890
Donnelly, Joseph P.. 1890
Dunlap, Anthony J .. 1890 1897 in C.
Enneking, Henry J. 1890
Frumveller, Aloysius F. 1890
Heilker, Charles A. 1890
Kelly, Michael J. 1890
Knipper, Francis J. 1890
Meagher, Thomas A. 1890
0' Meara, Richard A. 1890
Ritter, Jesse R.. 1890 1895
Siefke, Vincent A. . . 1890
Prendergast, John W. 1891
Cordesman, Henry J 1891
Flynn, John E. 1891
Flynn, Thomas A 1891 1895
Heilker, Henry J. 1891
Kuhlman, Leo E. 1891
Richard, Joseph C. 1891
Smiley, James J. 1891
Speilmire, George H. 1891 1895
McMechan, James C. 1892
Brown, Edgar A. 1892
Burns, William T. 1892
Conrard, G. Harrison 1892
Dieckmann, Otto 1892
Ryan, Edward A 1892
Terrill, S. Smith 1892 1895
Tracy, Francis M. 1892
Winner, Henry J .. 1892
Wolking, Charles F. 1892
Cassidy, James S. 189.,
Anderson, Edward P. 1893
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NAMES.
Baldus, Simon A...
Cassidy, J. Guyton .
Coleman, Michael E.
Esterman, Joseph P.
Flynn, Cornelius F. X.
Flynn, William T.
Foss, Edward A. . .
Fritsch, Joseph L.
Gannon, Timothy J ..
Hickey, William R..
Knipper, Charles J ..
Kuhlman, Thomas R.
Larkin, John J. . . .










O'Shaughnessy, Victor M, .
Schultz, Thomas I.
Shea, John A. . .












Brockmann, Hubert F, .
Fischer, Alphonse L. .
Honnigfort, Edward H.
KUhlman, George H. .
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NAMES. A. B. A.M.
Cash, Cornelius W.. 1897
Connaughton, John B. 1897 1899
Connolly, Gerald J .. 1897 1899
Enneking, Lawrence F. 1897
Foppe, Andrew 1897 in C.
Fox, Bernard J. . 1897
Gallagher, Edward 1897 1899
Haas, Jacob T.. 1897 1898
Hagerty, John M.. 1897 1898
Hollen, Stephen R. 1il97
King, Clarence J •. 1897
King, Jeremiah T.. 1897
Mitchell, P. Lincoln. 1897
Murray, Charles E.. 1897
Ratermann, Bernard J. 1897
Richter, Frederick H. 1897
Spellmire, Alfred G.. 1897
Themann, Joseph A.. 1897 1898
Usher, John V.. 1897
Wuellner, Bernard J. 1897 1900
Fette, George T. 1898
Fitzgerald, Charles J .. 1897 inC. 1898
Maher, Tll0mas F. 1897 in C. 1898
Blal<ely, Stephens L. 1898
Deasy, John A.. 1898
Dreyer, Oscar J. 1898
Drucker, Charles J .. 1898
Glandorf, Henry J. 1898
Higgins, Martin. 1898
McNamara, John W. 1898
Mullane, Edward O.. 1898
Sloctermyer, Carl F, . 1898
Taylor, J. Willard. 1898
Hicky, James H. 1898
Bacl<, Joseph J, 1899
Bruns, Bernard H. 1899
Conrath, Joseph R. 1899
Geoghegan, William A. 1899 1901
Gosiger, Paul A. 1899
Lanigan, Robert A. 1899 1901
Nurre, Edward F.. 1899
Becker, P. Elmer 1900
Berens, Eugene L. 1900
'Bouscaren, L. Gustave 1900
Cassidy, Paul F. . 1900
Cooney, Thotpas D.. 1900














Tracy, James W. . .



















Gerst, Francis J ...
Kilduff, John H.
Niehaus, Joseph M.






Cloud, J. Dominic .































































Walsh, Francis J.. .
Browne, Charles O..
Coffin, C. Louis .
borger, Philip H..
Glenn, Thomas J..
Merk, Arthur C. .
Ragland, Howard N.
Richmond, John A. .
Ryan, William A. . .
Schomaker, George H..
Schone, George H.
Scott, Francis L. . .
Steinkamp, George J.
Sweeney, William J.





























Total number of Degrees conferred in course, 423.
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Auer, John W. .
Avercllcl<, Robert E..
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Brown, George
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Dietrich, Florentine
Dietrich, Joseph






























































































Gessing, William . .
Glassm'eyer, Joseph A.



























Henrich, John C. • .
Henrich, A. Washington









































































Kent, Arthur F .











Knue, George F. .
Kohlhoff, William L. .
Krebs, Adolph







































































































Mooar, Charles H. .























































Murphy, John . .
Murphy, Joseph































Powers, Thomas J. .
Prinzbach , Francis X.




























































Reenan, James C. .
Reilly, Arthur J. . .
Reinstatler. Raymond














Rose. Francis J. .
Roth, Bertrand C •
Ruthman, Edward J.
Rutterer. Edward G.









Scheve. Louis E. .
Schmidt, Walter S.
Schmiedeke, William V.



























































Shannon, John J. . :
Shannon, William L.
Simonton, William F.
Skahen, Aloysius J ..
Smith, G. Elsworth





Steible, Leo F. . . .
Steltenkamp, Aloysins J ..
Steltenpohl, Joseph B..
Stenger, Leo . . . .
Sullivan, Eugene B..
Sullivan, William T..
. Sweeney, Paul J. .
Tanner, William J.






Toepfer, Robert . .
Topmoeller, George B..
Topmoeller, Joseph M.














































Von Hoene, Richard J ..
Voss, Edmund J..

















Wessel, Edward L. .
Westerbeck, Daniel C.
White, Francis W.
.White, T. Henry . . .
Wiechelman, Clement J.
Wilke, John M..
Wilke, Joseph B. .
Womble, John C. .
WUllkotte, John W.
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Subject Matter in Philosophy for Examination of Candidates




1. Intellectual perception. Various kinds of ideas. Relation of language
to ideas. .Terms.
2. Judgments and their external expression in propositions. Properties and
division of propositions. Kant's" synthetic a priori" judgments an erroneous
division.
3. Reasoning. The syllogism. Varieties of syllogism. Other forms of
argumentation, reducible to the syllogism. Value of analogical argument. Hypo-
thesis, when justifiable. Deduction and induction. Fallacies.
4. Method. Analysis and synthesis. Definition and division.
II. MATERIAL LOGIC.
1. Logical truth and falsity. General al1L] partial causes of erroneous
judgments.
2. Mental states with respect to truth. Certainty. Opinion. Doubt.
DesCartes' methodic doubt.
3. Skepticism. Universal. Partial.
4. Sources of Certainty. Experience. Intellect. Consciousness. Reason-
ing. The indemonstrable principles. Validity and objectivity of sense-percep-
tion. Value of human testimony.
5. Criteria of truth. Objective evidence. False criteria.
GENERAL METAPHYSICS.
ONTOLOGY.
1. The concept of beillg, non-being and non-existence. Analogy of being.
Distinction between the concept of indeterminate being and the idea of infinite
being.
2. Essence and existence. The knowability of essences. Locke. Possi-
bility. Distinction between the real and the actual.
3. The transcendental attributes of being. Physical evil.
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4. Substance and acciden.t. Nature supposit and person. Quantity, qual-
ity. relation, space, time.
5. Causality. Perfections of being. The finite and infinite. Necessary
and contingent. Order. The notion of the beautiful.
SPECIAL METAPHYSICS.
I. COSMOLOGY.
1. Origin of the world. Creation. False hypotheses; materialistic,
. pantheistic.
Z. Nature of inorganic bodies. Atomic theories. Dynamism. The Scho-
lastic doctrine of matter and form.
3. The physical 'laws of nature. In what sense necessary. Indestructi-
bility and corruptibility of matter. The law of the conservation of energy.
Derogation of the physical laws. Miracles possible and knowable.
II. PSYCHOLOGY.
1. Life. living and non-living matter. Explanations oLlife. Evolution-
istlc theories. Materialists. Vitalists. The Scholastic definition. Grades of
llving substance. The living cell.
Z. Vegeta#ve .life. Distinction of the vital principle from the mechanical
and chemical powers of inorganic matter. Functions of vegetative life. Unity
of the vital principle in plants.
3. Sensitive lile. Nature and variety of the principle of sensitive life.
Specific difference between animals and plants. Sensibility and sensation. The
sensitive faculties. Brutes and their cognitions. Absence of intelligence in
brutes.
4. Intellective Life.
a) The human soul. Its substantiality, unity, simplicity, spirituality.
Errors concerning the nature of the human soul.
b) The union of soul and body. Vegetative, sensitive and rational faculties
of man radicated in a single immaterial principle. Union of soul and body in
one nature-In one person. The Scholastic doctrine. False theories of the
union-of the" Ego."
c) Origin of the human soul. Materialistic and pantheistic theories.
Traducianism. Hypotheses of evolution. The human soul directly produced
by creation. Duration of the soul. Immortality. Spiritism.
d) The cognitive powers. Nature of sensation as a cognitive act. Its re-
lation to intelligence in an identical ultimate principle. Nature of the intellect.
Its object. Thought not a function of matter
e) The appetitive powers. The will. Freedom of the will. Determinism.
I) Theories of knowledge. Sensism. Systems of innate ideas. Idealism.
Ontologism.. Scholastic theory of the origin of ideas.
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Ill. NATURAL THEOLOGY.
1. The existence of God. The various proofs. Criticism of insufficient
arguments. Agnosticism. Atheism.
2. Our concept of God's Essence.
.3. The attributes of God. The absolute attributes. The relative attri-
butes. The Divine knowledge. The Divine will.
4. The unity of God. Dualism. Polytheism. Pantheism.
5. Relation of Creatures to God. Divine conservation of created being.
Divine concurrence willl secondary causes.
ETHICS.
I. GENERAL ETHICS.
1. The moral agent and the moral act. The ultimate end of man. Moral
good and evil. The objective norm of morality. False theories. Utilitarianism
and its various forms. Intuitionism.
2. Imputability. Merit and demerit. The subjective norm of moral good
and evil, Conscience.
3. General notions of right and duty. The Divine eternal law. The nat-
urallaw. Its existence, immutnbility, sanction. Kant and the dictate of reason.
Dependence of positive human law on natural law.
II. SPECIAL ETHICS.
1. Rig;hts and duties of the individual. Duties to God. Religion. Wor-
ship. Duties to self. Self-culture. Self-defence. Imlllorality of suicide.
Duties to others. Honor.· Lying. Rights of property and ownership. Pri-
vate ownership a natural rig;ht. Limits of state ownership. SOcialism and com-
munism. Plato. L. Blanc. So-called scientific socialism of Marx and Engel.
Collectivism.
2. Society in general. Nature and o~igin of society. The savage state
theory. Degeneration. Authority in society.
.3. Domestic society. The social unit. the family. Marriage. Its unity
and indissolubility. Divorce. Nature of parental government. Right and duty
of parents to educate their children. Secondary rights of tile state. Master
and servant.
4. Civil society. The State. Orig;in of civil government. Hobbes and
Rousseau. Civil autbority. Reiation of the family to the state. The differ-
ent forms of civil I;overnment. Penal power. Public morality and religion. The
I imits of civil power.
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EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
CHRISTIAN MORALS.
I. MORALITY AND RELIGION.
1. The morality of human action is founded on conformity with the Divine
Will.
2. God has revealed Himself to us as our immediate law-giver in two
ways-by the natural and by the positive law.
3. The Church is invested with legislative and, consequently, with Judi-
cial and executive power.
4. It is a duty to act according to the dictates of a right or an invincibly
erroneous conscience: but it is unlawful to act in accordance with or contrary to
a vincibly erroneous conscience, or to act at all with a doubtful conscience.
5. Free will is a necessary condition for the morality of an action. In
order that an action may be morally good, its object, its circumstances and its
end must be good; if anyone of these be bad the action will likewise be morally
evil.
6. Good actions may be either natural or supernatural. The latter are
necessary for salvation.
7. Sin, or the wilful transgression of the Divine law, may be either mortal
or venial.
n. THE CHRISTIAN'S DUTIES TOWARDS GOD.
1. The three theological virtues, faith, hope and charity, whether con-
sidered in themselves or in their effects, or in their growth and perfection oc-
cupy the first place in Christian life.
2. Faith is necessary for salvation, not merely in virtue of a Divine pre-
cept btlt also of its nature as a necessary means of salvation. Faith must be
universal and must be a living faith.
3. Hope has for its motive God's power, goodness and faithfulness, and
for its object eternal salvation with the means to obtain it. We may sin against
hope by defect, as in despair, or by excess, as in presumption and false con-
fidence.
4. Charity has for its motive God's infinite goodness considered in itself,
and for its object both God and our neighbor.
S. Internal and external worship is due to God. Prayer is a necessary
exercise of religion.
6. While the external profession of faith is not binding at all times and
under all circumstances, it is never allowed to deny the faith by word or deed.
7. An oath is an act of religion. A vow or promise made to God is like-
wise an act of religion.
8. Honor paid to tbe saints is according to Scripture, tradition and right
reason, as is also the practice of involdng their aid and intercession. Special
honor in view of her dignity as Mother of God, is due to the Blessed Virgin Mary.
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9. Venel'ation of the images of Christ and His saints, and likewise of their
relics, is in keeping with the spirit of Christian faith.
10. The Church. as.the controller of Christian worship, commands certain
acts of rei igion -called Commandments of the Chlll'ch -which are binding on all
Christians.
11. The institution of ceremonies and rites in the practice of certain acts
of religion, for the great,'r solemnity of worship and for the edification of the
faithful, is wise and salutary.
III. CHI~ISTIAN DUTIES TOWAIWS OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.
1. Well regulated love of self is a duty. Hence we should have at least
a moderate solicitude for life and health and for our good name.
2. It is a duty to sanctify the body by the subjugation of immoderate pas-
sions and by the practice of temperance and chastity.
3. Besides the duty of charity towards our neighbor-our enemies in-
cluded-there is also the duty of justice.
4. it is a strict duty to assist our neighbor whenever his life is in danger,
and in his temporal necessities.
S. From the unjust appropriation or damnification of Olll' neighbor's tem-
poral, as well as spiritual goods, and from cooperation to injustice arises the
duty of restitution. The rights of our neighbor are likewise violated by detrac-
tion, rash judgment and falsehood.
6. Children owe to their parent~, and inferiors to their superiors duties of
reverence, love, gratitUde and obedience. Man has also certain obligations to
the civil and ecclesiastical authorities.
CALCULUS.
FIRST TERM.
1. Functions and their classification.
2. Increments and their equation.






(e ) Inverse-Trigonometric Functions.
5. Equations of Tangents and Normals.
6. Successive Differentials and Derivatives.
7. Elementary principles of the Integral Calculus.
X. General integrals; Definite Integrals. Applications.
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ASTRONOMY.
SECOND TERM,
1. The Celestial Sphere; Definitions and General Considerations; Determ-
ination of Latitude, Time, Longitude and the Position of a Heavenly Body,
2. The Earth; its Dimensions and Form; Proof of its Rotation; Determ-
ination of its Dimensions by Geodetic Surveys; Determination of its Mass and
Density.
3. The Earth's Orbital Motion and its Consequences; Precession;
Aberration; the Seasons and the Calendar.
4. The Moon: her Orbital Motion, Distance and Dimensions; Diurnal
Parallax; Rotation and Librations; Phases; Physical Condition; Surface Struc-
ture,
5. The Sun: its Distance, Dimensions, Mass and Rotation; Surface Spots;
Solar Spectrum; Chromosphere, Prominences and Corona; Maintenance of Solar
Heat; Age and Duration of Sun.
6. Eclipses, ::301ar and Lunar; Ecliptic Limits and Number of Eclipses in a
Year; the Saros; Occultations; Problems in Celestial Mechanics; Kepler's and.
Newton's Inquiries; Tidal Phenomena.
7. The Planets in General; their Motions and Orbits; Bode's Law.
8. Comets; their Motions and Orbits; Constituent Parts and Appearance;
Physical Constitution. .
9. Meteors: Aerolites, their Fall and Physical Characteristics; Shooting
Stars; Meteoric Showers; Connection between Meteors and Comets.
10. The Stars: their Nature, Number and Motions; Stellar Parallax; Vari-
able and Multiple Stars; Clusters and Nebulae; Spectroscopic Investigation.
11. The Nebular Hypothesis.
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THE HIGHEST HONORS OF THE GRADUATING CLASS
WERE MERITED BY
WILLIAM A. DOWD.
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1Jnt~r.<.t:olt~gtat~ <.t:ont~sts.
INTER·COLLEGIATE ENGLISH ESSAY.
The Annual. Contest for the Bremner Prize was held on Monday, March 27,
1905. The subject assigned was "Organized Worl< of the Educated Catholic
Laymen for the Amelioration of the Masses." The contest was open to all
stUdents taking the College Course in the following Universities 'and Colleges:
St. Louis University, St. Louis, MissourI.
St. Xavier College, Cincinnati, Ohio.
St. Mary's College, St. Mary's, Kansas.
St. Ignatius College, Chicago, Illinois.
Detroit College, Detroit, Michigan.
Marquette College, MilwaUkee, Wisconsin.
Creighton University, Omaha, Nebraska.
THE FIRST PRIZE, A PURSE OF $75.00,
WAS WON BY
WILLIAM A. DOWD, 'OS, of St. Xavier College.
The Second Prize, a purse of $25.00, was won by a student of
Marquette ,College.
Among those Honorably Mentioned Fifth Place
was won by .
WALTER S. SCHMIDT, 'OS, of St. Xavier College.
INTER.COLLEGIATE LATIN.
The Annual Contest for the Inter-Collegiate Latin Prize was held on Wed-
nesday, April 26, 1905. The contest was open to all students of the College
classes (with the exception of the Philosophy class) in the Colleges which com-
peted for the Inter-Collegiate English Prize.
The Gold Medal was awarded to a student of Marquette College,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
PLACES OF HONOR:
SixtJ. Place-JOHN H. LAMOTT, '07, St. Xavier College.
Nlitfh Place-CHARLES E. KIELY, '06, St. Xavier College.
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THE CATECHETICAL MEDAL





JOSEPH F. MINNING, JOHN H. LAMOTT.
Donor of Medal: An Alumnus.
ORATORY.
The Gold Medal for the best Oration was merited by
GEORGE J. COONEY.
NEXT IN 'MERIT:
ALVINO J. ZANONE, WILLIAM A. DOWD.
Subject: "Catholic Heroes and Heroines."
Donor of Medal: St. Xavier College Alumni.
DEBATE.
The Gold Medal for the best Debate upon tbe SubJect: "Resolved that the
Government Should Own and Operate the Railroads," was merited by
WILLIAM A. DOWD.
NEXT IN MERIT:
JOHN M. WILKE, WALTER S. SCHMIDT.
Donor of Medal: Mr. Joseph B. Verkamp.
SCIENCE,




ALBERT H. POETKER, WILLIAM L. SHANNON.
Subject: "Thermomt"try."
Donor of Mt"dal: Mr. Bt"rnard J. Brockmann.
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a:ont~.st in 1Elocution.
THE GOLD MEDAL.
In the First SectioN: -Philosophy, Rhetoric and Poetry Classes,
was won by .
WALTER J. CONNOLLY.
NEXT IN MERIT:
GEORGE J. COONEY, CHARLES J. McDEVITT.
Donor of Medal: Hon, William Littleford.




ROBERT P. WALSH, EDWARD D. KING.
Donor of Medal: Mr. Joseph C. Butler.




GREGOR B. MOORMANN, WILLIAM F. KELLY,
JOHN L. KING.
Donor of Medal: Mr. Lawrence Poland.




ALBERT A. BORGEMENKE, NORBERT KLEINE.
Donor of Medal: Mr. John Whitney.
111 the Fifth Section :-Classes of Third Academic, Fourth Commercial and
Preparatory, was won by
BERNARD J. NURRE.
NEXT IN MERIT:
THOMAS E. RYAN, ALOYSIUS J. STELTENKAMP,
PAUL J. SWEENEY.
Donor of Medal: A Friend.




N. H.-The Premiums for First and Second Honors are determined by the
daily rt'citations and the quarterly competitions of tile year. The standard for
the First Honors is 90 Pl'/" cent., and for the Second Honors, 85 per cent.
RHETORIC CLASS.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
CHARLES E. KIELY, 95.
FIRST HONORS:
Francis A. Nurre, 94.5, Edward J. Brearton, 91,
William L. Shannon, 94, Charles O. Bridwell, 91,
Aloysius H. Bockhorst, 92, Herbert J. Dorger, 90.
SECOND HONORS:
William Manley, 89,
Albert P. Crone, 88,
Norbert B. Enneking, 86,
Alvino J. Zanone, 85,
Edward J. Kennedy, 85,
William J. Creed, 85.
CHJ~ISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: William L. Shannon.





























Next In Merit: William Shannon.
Aloysius Bockhorst.
76 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
POETRY CLASS-Division A.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
JOHN H. LAMOTT, 98.
FIRST HONORS:
William T. Sullivan, 94,
Alexander B. Heilemann, 93,
John H. Heithaus, 92,
Joseph A. O'Dwyer, 92.
SECOND HONORS:
George J. Cooney, 88,
Milton E. Crowe, 88,
Julius J. Uihlein, 88,
Frederick D. Lotter ,85.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: John Lamott.

































Next in Merit: William Suilivan,
Joseph 0' Dwyer.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
POETRY CLASS--Division B.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
ALBERT H. POETKER, 98.
FIRST HONORS:





First: James A. Clark.
Next in Merit: Albert H. Poetker,
John Theissen.
GREEK.
First: Albert H. Poetker.
Next in Merit: Joseph M. Hare,
Joseph A. Ver)(amp.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITlON.
First: Albert H. Poetker.
Next in Merit: John Theissen,
Henry Lutkehaus.
MATHEMATICS.
First: Albert H. poetl<er.
Next in Merit: James A. Clark.
Henry Lutkehaus.
LATIN.
First: Albert H. Poetker.
Next in Merit: John Theissen,
Joseph A. Ver)(amp.
PRECEPTS OF LITERATURE.
First: Albert H. Poetl<er.




Next in Merit: Richard Von Hoene,
Albert H. Poetl<er.
PHYSICS.
First: Albert H. Poetker.
Next in Merit: Henry Lutl<ehaus.
John Theissen.
CHEMISTRY.
First: Albert H. Poetl<er.
Next in Merit: Henry Lutkehaus.
John M. Hines.
78 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
CLASS OF HUMANITIES-Division A.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merIted by
CLARENCE E. SPRAUL, 97.
FIRST HONORS:
R. John Bolte, 96,
Eugene H Klonne, 91,
Edward F. Sartor, 90,
Francis W. White, 90.
SECOND HONORS:




First: Eugene H. Klonne.




First: Clarence E. Sprau!.




First: Edward F. Sartor.




First: Clarence E. Sprau!.




First: Clarence E. Sprau!.
Next In Merit: R. John Bolte,
Joseph A. 0' Dwyer,
Edward F. Sartor.
ENGLISH pr~ECEPTS.
First: Clarence E. Sprau!.




First: Clarence E. Sprau!.




First: Clarence E. Sprau!.
Next in Merit: r~. John Bolte,
Clarence B, Reemelin,
John N. Butler.
ST. XAVIEI~ COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
CLASS OF HUMANITIES-Division B.
The Gold Medal






















































Next in Merit: Francis Sellberling,
Robert Walsh,
Henry McSorley.




For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
ALFRED T. GEISLER, 97.3.
'FIRST HONORS:
Paul J. Klonne, 95.8,
Robert H. Neilan, 94.7,
Henry M. Bridwell, 93.5,
Ricllard J. Dillon, 93,
Lawrence B. Ratterman, 92,
Edward J. Lamott, 92,
Albert Bissmeyer, 91,
Gregor B. Moormann, 90.
SECOND HONORS:
John C. Henrich, 89, Daniel F. Murray, 88,
Alphonse W. Wehner, 87.
Class Standi11g.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: Alfred T. Geisler.





Firs,t: Alfred T. Geil';ler.





First: Alfred T. Geisler.





First: Alfred T. Geisler.





First: Paul J. Klonne.





First: Alfred T. Geisler.





First: Richard J. Dillon.




ST. XAVIEI~ COLLEGE. CINCINNATI.
FIRST CLASS-Division B.
The Gold Medal










































For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
WILLIAM J. CONNOLLY, 94.
Victor F. Tapke, 93,
William H. Wehage, 92,
Edmund N.
82 ST.• XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
FIRST HONORS:
John G. Porteous, 90,
Joseph C. Spieker, 90,
Niesen, 90.
SECOND HONORS:
Thomas J. Donnelly, 89,
Joseph F. Rielag, 89,
Water A. Vogelgesang, 89,
Class Standhlg.
Walter Dyer, 86,
Daniel F. Farrell, 86,
Joseph I. Gerling, 85.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: WillialTI H. Wehage.







First: Wlliiam J. Connolly.







First: Walter A. Vogelgesang.







First: G. Russel Minor.







First: William H. Wehage.







First: William J. Connolly.







First: Victor F. Tapke.







First: Thomas J. Donnelly.







ST. XAVIER COLLEGE. CINCINNATI.
SECOND CLASS-Division B.
The Gold Medal





























































84 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
SPECIAL CLASS.
The Gold Medal




. James W. Denny, 92.6, James J. Harrington, 92.3,
John W. Duffey, 91.
SECOND HONORS:
Charles R. Monahan, 89,
Class Stallding.
Allan W. Baehr, 88.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
First: 'James W. Denny.





First: Charles R. Monahan.











First: James J. Harrington:,











First: John W. Duffey.





First: James W. Denny.





First: James J: Harrington.




ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI. '
THIRD CLASS-Division A. ,
•
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
































































86 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
THIRD CLASS-Division B.
The Gold Medal



















Paul Mathers, 89, Ambrose Moormann, 86,
Francis Cordano, 88, Willard Poland. 85,



































ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI. 81
HISTORY.
First: Francis Bering.
































For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches or the Class
was merited by
ROBERT E. RIECHELMAN, 91.
SECOND HONORS:
Eugene Sullivan, 88,




















Next In Merit: Henry White.
Leo Longinotti,
Herbert i\\cDevllt.
88 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
HISTORY.
First: Robert Cline.


















































ST. XAVIEr~ COLl.EGE, CINCINNATI.
COMMERCIAL COURSE.
FIRST CLASS.















For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of~ the Class
was meritel1 by
RAYMOND B. VOLKER, 93.
Flf~ST HONORS:
Francis L. Murphy, 91.
SECOND HONORS;
John H. Flynn, 89, David J. Long, 87,





Next in Merit: David Long.
ORICilNAL COMPOSITION.
First: William Constantine.
Next in Merit: Francis Murphy.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: Raymond Volker.
Next in Merit: Francis Murphy.
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
First: Raymond Volker.
Next in Merit: John Flynn.
90 ,ST, XAVIER COLLEGE" CINCfNNATL
BOOKKEEPING.
First: John Flynn.
Next in Merit: Clifford Carroll.
COMMERCIAL LAW.
First: Raymond Volker.
Next in Merit: Francis Murphy.
ARITHMETIC.
First: John Flynn.
Next in Merit: David Long.
THIRD CLASS.
The Gold Medal
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
E. LEROY NOLAN, 94.
FIRST HONORS:









First: E. Leroy Nolan.
Next In Merit: Leo F. Steible,
Edward Breen.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
First: Leo F. Steible.
Next in Merit: E. Leroy Nolan,
Edward Breen.
GEOGRAPHY.
First: Leo F. Steible.
Next in Merit: Edward Breen,
William C. Kiley.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
First: Leo F. SteibIe.




Next in Merit: E. Leroy Nolan,
Norbert Kleine.
BOOKKEEPING,
First: Leo F. Steible.




Next in Merit: E. 'Leroy Nolan,
Leo F. Steible.
ST. XAVIEI~ COLLEGE. CINCINNATI.
FOURTH CLASS.
The Gold Medal



















































ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
PENMANSHIP.
first Class.










Leo J. Steib Ie,
Evan G. Schoenfeld,
Leo F. Meyer.
ST. XAVIEI~ COLLEGE, CI:--ICINNATI.
PREPARATORY CLASS.
The Gold Medal
For t1w HIKhest Averag(' in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
















































First : I~obert Breen.




Prt'miulll : THOMAS E. RYAN.













Premium: FREDERICK D. LOTTER.
Second Class.
















LEO KUHLMAN, CHARLES CLEMENS.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI. 95
1Exc~ll~nt ""])~portm~nt an~ 'Jl)thg~nc~.
Tile F(Jllowlng students were distinguished For excellent deportment and




































































Donnelly. Thoma s J.
Dorger. Alphonse C.


























Geisler, Al fred T.
Gellehbeck, Robert





































































































































































































































































· 95 KIely, Charles .
· 87 Lotbschuetz. Francis.
.91 Manley, William.
· 88 Murray, Albert
· 88 Nurre. Francis
· 92 Reenan, James
· 86 Shannon, William
· 87 Topmoeller. George










































































100 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION A.
Averdick, Robert.
Bachmeyer, Stanley






























CLASS OF HUMANITIES-DIVISION B.
Bouscaren, Pierre
Clark, John . . .
Gallagher, Vincent.
Grogan, James











































Lamott, Edward . .
Moormann, Gregor.






















































































Borgemenl<e, Alhert . .85
Co~omn,Edwa~ .96
Creed, Oliver . . 7H
Dyer, Julius. . .92
Geringer, Albert . 76





















































































































































Cline, Robert · 86 Riechelman, Robert .82
Longinotti, Leo · 78 Rielag, Alfred .85
McDevitt, Herbert .86 SUllivan, Eugene. .82






































Steible, Leo . .
.93
.89
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI. 103
FOURTH CLASS.
Husman, Henry





Santen, Louis . .











Kiefer, George, , .
McCabe, Alexander

















104 ST. XAVIER COLLEGE, CINCINNATI.
Stxtl'~ftft~ ~nnual (!:omm~nc~m~nt.
AT "THE GRAND,"
WEDNESDAY EVENING, JUNE 21,. 1905, AT 8 O'CLOCK.
PROGRAMME.
March-" Babes In Toyland," (Herbert,)
Class Poem . , . . . . . . .
Serenade-" Moonlight," (Maret,)
Bachelor's Address,. . . . . ,
lntermezzo-' 'The Troubadour," (Powell,)
Valedictory ... . . , . . . . . . . . .










Finale-" Yankee Girl," (Lampe,) , . . . . . . . . . Select Orchestra




Matriculation-Owing to the rush of new students immediately before the Fall
Opening, parents are requested to enter their sons as soon as possible
after August 15th. Office Hours: 9 to 12 A.M.; 2 to 6 P.M., daily.
Ellthll1,,' Exal1lillatiolls will he held on Friday, September 1; Saturday, Sep-
tember 2, and Monda)', September 4, at 9 A.M.
EX,lIl1ilhltiOIi 0/ COllditiol/ed Stlldmts will take place on Monday, TueSday and
Wednesday, August 2,~, 29 and 30, at 9 A. M.
FilII Opmillg-Classes reopen on Tuesday, September 5, 1905.



